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only the signatures of the more prominent' and influential men of the city
and town.
Mr! Andrew's
telegram intimates
the only opposition of delay to the
approval of the constitution by con
eress is the Question of validity of
the election at which it was adopted
which was stirred up by some meddle
some temperance workers. It will
not take New Mexico long, if other
IN
NATIONAL
CAPITAL UNITES
MEN
AND counties follow
LEADING
BUSINESS
San Miguel's example,
HONORING THE MEMORY OF
OFFICIALS SIGN AFFIDAVITS
to convince the president and con
"FATHER OF HIS COUNTRY"
TO THAT EFFECT
gress that the charges of the temperance people are not based on fact
Then the constitution will be approv
CONGRESS TO KNOW TRUTH ed at once.
ONLY, CONGRESS IN SESSION

SWEAR ELECTION

NATION OBSERVES

WAS HONESTLY

WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY

CONDUCTED

STATEMENTS

ATTESTED

of the blast In the narrow shaft was
terrific, throwing the walls on both
sides out of plumb. The building
rocked as though about to collapse
and fifty tenants were hurled from
their beds. Nine persons were
Jured, none seriously. Joseph Calder- alla, a fruit dealer living on the top
floor, has been receiving blackhand
letters recently, demanding $500. His
also received a demand
for $1,000.
son-in-la-

WILL COMPLETE PROJECT
Albuquerque. N. M.. Feb. 22. It
was learned yesterday on good au
thority that oflicials of the Bluewater
Development company, who are now
OTHERWISE IT WAS A LEGAL in the east working to secure suf
ficient capital to put through their
HOLIDAY IN OFFICIAL AND
big project in the Bluewater valley
BUSINESS CIRCLES
of New Mexico, have found conditions
more encouraging since the statehood
NEW YORK ALSO CELEBRATES matter has become so far advanced
and there is reason to believe the pro
will be ready for construction
ject
N THE
SUITABLE
METROPOLIS
Several
work again this season,
GATHERINGS WERE HELD BY
years ago the almost completed dam
VARIOUS SOCIETIES
of the company was destroyed by a

GOING

CITY EDITION

10:30 oclock this morning. He will
meet the newspaper men, talk to the
Boy Scouts at the Board of Trade.
attend a meeting of high school, uni
versity students and teachers, visit
Hull House and address an audience
at the Firt Regiment armory. At
6:30 he will deliver his
principal
speech at the Union League Club.
In his morning address,, Mr.
advocated the election of United
NEW
PROPOSED
JAPANESE States senators
by direct vote of the
TREATY HAS THIS PURPOSE
people. He also declared that the
IN VIEW
referendum
and recall
initiative,
might be wise or unwise. He did not
attempt to decide. "I saw it stated
FAVORABLE REPORT ON IT in the
press the other day," said the
colonel, "that certain good people In
VOTES TO Washington are against the admission
SENATE COMMITTEE
of Arizona as a state because it had
RECOMMEND ITS
adopted the recall in its constitution.
Now, understand me, I am not arguing for or against the recall. I am
CALIFORNIA MAKES PROTEST merely saying If the people of Arizona
or any other community, wish to try
or if they do not wish to try it,
LEGISLA it,
RESOLUTION
BEFORE
it Is their affair."
TURE URGING REJECTION

THE BAN AGAINST
COOLIES MAY BE

LQRIMER PLEADS

CASE BEFORE

.

RAISED

SENATE,
DENIES EACH AND EVERY ALLE
GATION

MADE OF BRIBERY
AND CORRUPTION

FIGHTS TO RETAIN

HIS SEAT

GALLERIES AND FLOORS CROWD
NATION OF PORK EATERS
ED WITH SPECTATORS TO
Washington, Feb. 22. "Pork eat
era" is a term which may rightfully
HEAR HIS SPEECH
be applied to the people of the Unit
ed States, If the figures just made
APPEAL
ACT ON ANDREWS'
VOTE
public by the census bureau for the
TONIGHTJS EXPECTED
year 1909 mav be taken as a basis.
FALSE CHARGES ALL THAT NOW The figures show that during that
ACCUSED STATESMAN WILL SOON
year 4,483,000 more hogs were killed
STAND IN THE WAY OF IMKNOW WHAT HIS FATE IS
in this country for food purposes
OF DANGEROUS PACT
MEDIATE STATEHOOD
TO BE
than all other animals combined, In
22,000 WOMEN VOTED
flood.
eluding beeves, calves, Bheep and
Seattle, Feb. 22. The returns on
Washington, Feb. 22 The Japanese the recent recall election canvassed
Tonight there will go speeding to lambs, goats, kids, etc. During the
Wasington, Feb. 22 Practically all
Washington, Feb. 22. This was
treaty was favorably reported to the by the
Lorimer
Washington by the fastest mail a year 1909 36.443.000 hoes were killed Washington united today to pay trib
a
day" in the senate. A num
indicate
that
city council,
senate today by1 the commltee on
bundle of affidavits Bigned by promi- for food purposes and 31,900,000 of ute to the "Father of His Country," GRAY OR MILLER
of the twenty-twthou- ber of speeches were scheduled, chief
majority
large
foreign relations, after the committee sand woman
nent officials and leading business al' other animals.
in commemoration of the one nun
relgstered, voted.
among these being that of Senator
had heard a statement from Secre
and professional men of Las Vegas.
of
dred seventy-nintWilliam Lorimer, himeslf, in reply
anniversary
tary of State Knox.
TO HEAD M.
told
Each affidavit, which has been sworn
members
Knox
the
to
That is, all except the
his birth.
the charges made against him. Mr.
Secretary
of
to, states that the recent election ac ARMY OFFICER
committee
that
the
MEXICAN
OFFICIAL
the
proposed
of
members of congress, both houses
Lorimer's speech was awaited with
would
which the constitution for the new
afCecting
immigration
change
which were in session. President
much interest by the senate and the
KUHN, LOEB & COMPANY ARE let down the bars to the unrestricted
state of New Mexico was ratmea dj
went to Alexandria, Va., this af
CONSIDERING ST. LOUIS
SAVED BY EMPEROR Taft
the people by an overwhelming maREBELS public. Spectators began gathering
immigration of coolie labor.
ternoon and there was the guest of
two hours before time for the senate
in
conducted
was
to
the
notice
absolutely
Senator
gave
MEN
RAILROAD
Lodge
jority,
Association
the
Memorial
to convene. A vote hardly la looked
Washington
intisenate that he would ask, for an exe
accordance with law and that no
of Masons. This evening he will at
methods
other
or
coercion
the
earliest
at
WILLIAM
SIGNAL
CORPS for today, unless the session extends
OF GERMANY
HOLDS
possible UNITED STATES
midation,
on cutive session
New York, Feb. 22. Reports
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into the night.
to
moment.
intends
known
he
were utilized in connection with the
It
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MAN MAY COMMIT SUICIDE IF
MEN
CONFIRM REPORT OF
of
Carl R. Gray, senior
Upon the conclusion ot Senator Laclosed
were
Imme
election; that all saloons
BATTLE BY HELIOGRAPH
HE SO DESIRES
the St. Louis & San Francisco, and press the Japanese treaty for
fayette Young's reading ot Washing
Holiday In New York
during the election and that no intoxiand gen- diate consideration and ratification
Miller,
Henry
ton's farewell address, Mr. Lorimer
22.
in
Feb.
New York,
Business
cating liquors were in evidence about
eral manager of the Wabash, both of if possible.
Mexicali, Mex., Feb. 22. The United took the floor. From the first he was
Berlin. Feb. 22. "He is responsi this
city was suspended in a large St. Louis, have been obtained by
the polling places.
ble only to God and his conscience. measure todav while
States signal corps men at Calexloo given the closest attention. Many
California Against Pact
as
patriotic organi
The affidavits were prepared in re
members of the house were tn tne
his deed can be judged zations and numerous social and bene- - Kuhn, Loeb & company and their
Therefore,
Sacramento. Calif.. Feb. 22. A res used a heliograph, today to communi chamber.
of
is,
this
The
sponse to a telegram from Delegate neither
sociates.
meaning
triregular nor by honor
olent societies held suitable gather of course, that Mr. Gray and Mr. Mil olution was introduced in the state cate with the town, of Andrade. They
Mr. Lorimer took p the charges
in Congress W. H. Andrews to F. O. bunals." byIn these words.
Emperor ing's In celebration of Washington s
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election
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for
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.
.
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wholesale and retail
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Thd consideration of Gray ana Mil" the German army, guilty ot a viola- validity ot the election.
Algodones was also burned by the clared any one who knew anything
more general than usual. ler by7 Kuhn, Loeb and company, and nnnose ita ratification.
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was of the Illinois legislature, would not
WULS
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of his military oath in that he
How
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their associates indicates that
Americans.
of
with Mr. Blair in the movement are attempted to commit suicide. Thetri- young
made
chiefly
rt that he sought to organize the
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ard Elliott, president ot the Northern American in- legislature against Governor Deneen.
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large
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Representatives
COX
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eariy
fill
Pacific, who received
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National
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election
set
General
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alarmed at
dent of the
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a possibility. Little credence is
CHARGE OFCONTEMPT ration of his purpose to establish a Shurtloff and denied that Lee O'Neil
of the New
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aside by tne Emperor, would have
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that
the
report
to
given
socialist commonwealth in Lower Browne was his agent In anything.
league and other
Mexico
dismissal, from the army.
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These
workers.
California.
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Gould.
ipndinz temperance
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charge
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brought
have
EXECUTION
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people
SPIES
FOLLOWING HIS INDICTMENT
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MISSING GUN BOAT TURNS UP
that'every saloon in all the precincts
San Deigo, Calif., Feb. 22. One of
Feb. 22. The presiPERJURY
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FOR
STATE'S
Wasington,
DIVERT
rAWT
Feb. 22.
AND JACK O'BRIEN
win onen during the election and that two insurgent spies captured yester- Puerto
Honduras,
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a
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land
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of Davenport, la., when this congress
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proceedings
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

THECONSTITUT

OBSCURE FACTS ABOUT

REAL BONDAGE IS

C,E.

FORMER BIG LEAGUERS

CELEBRITIES

IS PRACTICALLY

FEBRUARY 22, 191 1

NOW MANAGERS

NOT UNCOMMON

OOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOo
A BIG GIFT TO THE PUBLIC
g

CONVENTION O

THE DENVER!o
o
o REPUBLICANS
o
o
at
o
o
o
o 60c A MONTH!
o
o
o

TO BE HELD IN

g

John Ganzel, manager Rochester
tawin Aiaritnam, tne poet, wag a
blacksmith in early life and also a
team in Eastern League.
:
O
Jack Dunn, manager
sheep and cattle herder.
Baltimore
team in Eastern League.
O
Governor Woodrow Wilson of New
George Stallings, manager Buffalo
f
Jersey is a native of Virginia. He
team in Eastern League.
AFFIDAVITS
ARE formerly practiced law in Atlanta, WORKING FORCES ON
HOWEVER,
PLANTA
Ga.
Jimmy Collins, manager Providence NOTABLE WORKERS FROM OTH-EWANTED TO OFFSET CHARGES
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team, in Eastern League.
C. W. Post of Battle Creek, Mich..
O
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king's soldiers and bis own ability
and courage as a warrior, la known
by every schoolJ)oy.
After the war "Washington retired
to private life but was soon called
to preside at the constitutional
npon
4
convention in Philadelphia where the
federal constitution was framed. His
wise counsel had a great deal to do
with shaping the destinies of the in
fant nation. On April 30, 1789, Washington took the oath of office as the
nrst president of the United States.
Washington made as good a president
as he did a general. He early famil
iarized himself with all affairs of
government and politics- - He steadfastly refused to ally himself with either
of the political factions then in exist
ence, something no succeeding president has ever done. He was
for a second term at the earnest
solicitation of the leaders of both factions. Inr 1796 Washington
retired
from office, although urged to continue at- - the head of the nation. He
issued a farewell address of such
wisdom and tender solicitation for the
welfare of his cpuntry that the grief
of the people at his retirement was
great.
George Washington died December
14, 1799, after a short illness brought
on by exposure. His death
caused
general mourning' in Europe as well
as in America. He provided in his
will, among other things, that all his
slaves should be freed at the death
of his wife- He was free to express
his views against slavery. Washington, though happily married, had no
children. His character has been
much idealized by historians. The sincerity, of his motives, his devotion to
his country and to independence, his
strong will, his sublime hopefulness
under defeat, his marvelous insight
into character and his sublime faith
in God, however, are unquestioned.
Washington was not a saint, but he
was every inch a man. He was, too,
the one man needed to lay the foun
dation for this great and glorious
country whose capital hears his name
and which today revers his memory.
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Maine's legislature has passed, by
s
the requisite
majority, a
resolution resubmitting the prohibition section of the state constitution
to the people, and Maine will have
the privilege of declaring for or
against that policy. Undoubtedly it
will declare against it, and the result
will be that county or town regulation of the liquor trafflce will be established. For many years there has
been a strong desire among the peo
pie of the state to have the question
submitted to a vote, but the republican legislatures and governors opposed this move. At last there was
a revolt, and' the consequence Is that
a democratic governor and legislature
were chosen in 1910.
Whatever may be the result of the
coming plebiscite, the republican
party will be benefited. The refusal
of the party to submit this question
to the people impeded it In many
elections, and at last thrust the party
out of power. Although Taft carried
Maine by 30,000, that state two years
later elected Plaisted by a plurality
of almost 9,000; chose a democratic
legislature which will elect a United
States senator in place of Hale, who
has been in office for thirty years,
and the democrats captured two of
the state's four congressional districts. The largest single Influence
in producing this revolution was the
refusal of the republican leaders to
give heed to the popular demand for
a new election on the prohibition issue.
As Maine was the original "dry"
state, the country will be Interested
in the attitude which it will take in
the coming pleblsoae. Back in 1846
r
Maine enacted Its first
statute- - This was strengthened and
made more sweeping in 18,51, and
from that time until now, except in
1856 and 1857, intoxicants there have
been under the ban. In recognition of
the Pine Tree State's pioneer work
in that field, prohibition when proposed or adopted in other states half
a century ago, used to be called the
Maine law. Nine states have prohibition at present, but in none of them
can it be said to be a success. If, as
is probable, Maine declares against
It in the coming election there Is a
strong likelihood that the protests
against it which are being heard in
Georgia, Tennessee, Oklahoma and
other "dry" states will begin to com'
from the
mand serious attention
lawmakers.
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AND EARTH

Detroit, Feb. 22. Bishop Williams
of the Episcopal district of eastern
Michigan has announced himself in
favor of revising the Ten Commandments in accordance with the movement set on foot in England.
"I don't believe there is any person
who believes he Lord created Heaven and earth In six days,"
said the bishop, "and tLat is my reason for favoring an abridgement of
the fourth commandment.
"If the American Episcopal church
should take up the matter of abridging the decalogue I would be In favor
of abridging the first, second, third,
fourth and tenth commandments: The
others are short enough."
Here ia Bishop Williams' revised
commandments:
1.
Thou shalt not have any other
j
gods before me.
2. Thou shalt not make unto thyself any 'graven Image, nor the likeness of anything that Is In the Heavens above nor In the earth beneath
nor in the waters under the earth;
Bhalt not bow down to them nor
worship them.
3.
Thou shalt not take the name
of the Lord in vain.
4.
Remember that thou keep holy
the Sabbath day. '
a, 6, 7, 8, 9 unchanged.
10. Thou shalt not covet.
The proposed revision has aroused
interest in church circles here.
now-a-da-
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George Washington has been dead
for 121 years, but his
epirit still lives
In the hearts of the
American people. Today a grateful nation
gave
UP Its business and its
pleasure in
order to celebrate the
anniversary
of the birth of a man
who, though
he has lain in his tomb for
many
years, is still the most revered of
all American citizens.
Change Unlikely in U. S.
s
George
New
York, Feb. 22. A London
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o
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Representative clergycountry aa on that day In 1799 when
men interviewed on the proposed
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he was called to his reward.
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be
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antedates any western nation now exniversary ot Washington's birth. The isting.
When Bishop Greer was asked his
public schools and the Normal Uni
As such its rights within its acopinion about the proposed plan to
versity were closed. Official busfnacut I knowledged boundaries are exclusive
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here and there one may find still a
house. The I and " may enter lnto troatles or re"
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hours were observed at the postofflce. responsible for
Safety Deposits In the Old World
observing it, unless
(Continued from Page Three)
A patriotic celebration was held
most of the Oriental counmade
treaAll
under
duress.
Chinese
Although
in
tries have progressed from the primithe afternoon at the Normal in which ties, however, are made under du
in the deposit boxes is known from tive method, a mediaeval system is
all the schools of Greater Las Ve- ress.
There has been a treaty between the fact that before an important so In vogue in many of the countries In
gas 'participated.
Russia and China, which - is now clal event there is a crowd of society the Old World. One emperor holwomen who desire to open the boxei, lows ou.t
Had George Washington lived to about
logs, fills them with specie
expiring. Russia claims that
The
supposition Is that they keep and ca"ts the logs in a pool of water
with
China
has violated that treaty.
participate
his countrymen in
If so, Russia is entitled to repara their most costly jewels in these box within castle walls. Guardians In the
the celebration of his birthday he
es. On one occasion a woman lost
shape of monster crocodiles patrol the
would have been 179 years of age-H- tion, and the dispute is" a proper' one
for reference to The Hague Tribunal the key to her box. She appeared at pool's surface. Instant death awaits
was born in Westmoreland counto whose constitution both- nationB the Commerce Trust company and said the robber who ia bold enough to at
had to get into the box, because tempt the theft of the emperor's valty, Va., February 22, 1723. Wash- were
parties In a movement' in which she
ington was of an aristocratic family. the Czar of all the Russ'las insists she wanted some Jewels to wear at uables.
The system of safety deposit vaults
He was large and ot athletic build op being recognized by the. world1 as an afternoon reception. After she
the used in the eight Kansas
had been properly identified,
City instituand could out-ruand out- the leader.
As to the renewal" of "the treaty, management obliged the woman by tions originated In New York about
ride most of his young companions.
it is a matter for each nation con forcing open the box. During the sum- 1865.
mer months when homes are closed
Washington was not remarkable as a cerned to determine for itself.
scholar as a boy. As a young man
Russia, however, is massing troops temporarily while the occupants trav
he studied engineering and survey- on the borders of the Chinese empire el, there are many persons who place
their valuables in safety deposit
ing, professions which he followed with the avowed Intent to compel by
boxes.
REALTY REPORT
arms
the
full
observance
of
the
trea
the early portion of ' his
during
Perhaps the most common contents
for whatever time It has to run
ty
career.
and its renewal as it is, or as modi af these boxes are leases, deeds, in
Washington early enlisted in the fled to suit Russia, regardless of the surance policies, stocks, bonds, wills
W. B. Martin, Jr., et ux, to G. W.
and other papers. The average man
colonial militia and assisted in fight- desires of China.
1, 1910, 246.5 acres of
Hoffman,
finds
these
boxes, which range in land In July
There Ja not the slightest doubt
ing Indians and other marauders.
San Miguel county. Considrent
to
their
from
$2.50
ia
according
size,
in pursuance bf an
Here he learned the elements of that this action
eration $1.
with Japan, and that to $500 a year, cheaper than safes
warfare. Washington assisted in giv- understanding
The Investment & Agency Corpo
and
secure
much
more
and
In
due time, will even up by
private.
Japan,
ing the French forces a good whip-ping-, some aggression from her side, also He does not place money in them ration to Hattie Rogers, February 1,
for any length of time because mod 1911, lots 28 and 29, block 50, Las
when suddenly called to the with the full concurrence of Russia,
em
business methods demand the Vega? Town company. Consideration
All
the
to
are
ef
the
appearances
command of a regiment of soldiers
to 'be in circulation and earn $1.
upon the death of his superior of- fect that It is the full intent of Rus money
A
oara of Trustees Town of Las
sia and Japan both Oriental nations ing interest.
ficer.
The managers of the safety deposit Vegas, to Jose Dolores Sena, Septemto divide between them so much
Washington was a patriotic subject of the Chinese empire as they care box companies of Kansas City say ber 3, 1907, 160 acres of land.
of England.
When the trouble be- to possess certainly including
Dolores Sena to Isabel! Hand, lreo- all that business is Increasing dally, and
tween the colonies and the mother Manchuria.
they expect in the next ten years ruary 7, 1911, 80 acres of land in San
,
There are no signs of any interfer- that it will double. Approximately Miguel county. Consideration $1.
country came into existence he inence from Great Britain, which is thirty years is the longest that any
Board of Trustees of the Town of
sisted the use of arms should be the
the ally of Japan, or Germany, which company has been doing business in Las Vegas to Richard
Davidson, July
last resort, Washington, however, was
presumably Intends to take similar Kansas City. The Commerce Trust 5, 1910, 287.7 acres of land.- first
to
assert
the
the
among
right action, with the Shantung peninsula company three years ago Installed a
Fred W. Browne, et ux, to J. T.
as a base of operations.
of the colonies to self government.
safety deposit department, and it IB Lyon, December 7, 1910, 80 acres of
The land in Pecos Grant. Consideration
On June 15, 1775, Washington was
Unquestionably the United States the newest in point of years.
New England Safe Deposit Vault $1.
chosen y the continental congress as government will express deep con
cern, which will be met by polite company and the Safety Deposit comManuel D. PIna, et ux, to C. S.
head of .the army. Washington ac
diplomatic disavowals of which no pany of Kansas Cits have been in Earickson, February 7, 1911, land in
cepted modestly and refused pay for living human being will believe a business for about thirty years. Five Pecos
Grant Consideration $475.
his services, only asking that he be word.
others are the German-America-n
bank
Fred W. Brown, et ux, to J. M. Ly
It is doubtful whether the dignity Fidelity Trust company, National Re on, January 4, 1911, land in Peters
reimburselqr hjs necessary expendof
this nation would warrant even a serve bank, Corn Belt Bank and the burg, N. M. Consideration $1.
itures after the war. How he took
which everybody will know Allen Investment company. In the
protest,
the demoralized continental
army cannot be
Quit Claim Deeds
aggregate perhaps ten thousand boxes
supported with force.
and
and, in spite of embarrassments
It is also a question whether, af- are rented by patrons in Kansas City.
Severiana Esquibel de Gallegosand
discouragements, mobilized it into a ter all, it is worth while to attempt
gradually the evolution of the safe- - Roman Gallegos to A. Ulibarrl, Febstrong fighting force. How he suc- to bolster up a nation of 400,000,000 ty depos box has been acopraplished ruary 13, 1911, 22.5 acres. Consider-atlo- n
ceeded in defeating the British arm- people, moreor less, which has not ButVhenney.eonsiderf;
wonder- $1.
t
dvftnee made lnithe branches
and' cohesion to protect
Arthur Bender to
L. Wetlerhall,
ies by his superior knowledge of the the. virility
of fcueinesi 4t is remarkabih thni::,-- ,
ltse.v
Of hind
Decemberi2,
.
knowledge
of the char-country, his
Incidentally the case shows what a
method prevailed' un in
Lasegag Grant.jpisiderajtion
acteristlcs and weaknesses of the humbug all this peace talk is.
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IN SIX DAYS."

shorten the Ten Commandments, he
said that the matter had not been discussed In any way on this side of
the Atlantic, and he doubted very
much If It would be "The church
here," he explained, "cannot make
any change without changing the
prayer book, and such change would
involve years of time and perhaps a
million in money."
The bishop pointed out that the
last general convention had only
been held in Cincinnati and
that there would not be another one
until 1913. Then as still another
convention would be necessary to ratify any such proposal that mlghtbe
submitted to the assemblage of 1913,
it will be seen that it will require at
least six years to. effect any change,
even if such change be desired. "I
do not believe that one is," the bishop
said, and with a smile added his opinion that six years from now the matter would almost likely be forgotten.
"I do not see that the proposition
really affects the slgnlfcance of the
r.
commandments," said Dr. R. S.
"The chief statement in each
commandment is Tactically retained.
It ia proposed simply to omit what is
really in thev nature of an expansion
and explanation ot the commandments, rather than Its real substance.
This applies to every case where the
commandment Is long. In the case
of the sixth, seventh and eighth there
is no change proposed. The proposed change in the ninth is so slight
as scarcely to be worthy of mention.
"In any case they would apply only
to ' the members of the Anglican
church. The great dissenting bodies
will probably give no recognition to
these proposed
innnovations. The
percentage of dissenters in Great Britain is constantly increasing.
The
Anglican church is by no means the
authoritative body that once it was,
either in church or state.
The Rev. Dr. George Clark Peck,
pastor of St. Andrew's Methodist Episcopal church in West Seventy-sixt- h
street, was shown the London cable
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This being butchers, $7.25 57.40; light, $7,355
7.45.
a legal holiday, the New York Stock
Sheep 8,000. Market strong.
Exchange was closed all day.
tons, $4 4. 75;
$5;256.25;
fed wethers and yearlings,
$4.25
3.50; fed western ewes, $44.40.
WOOL
New York,

Feb.

22.

Mut-lamb- s,

Feb. 22. Wool-Ma- rket
CHICAQO LIVESTOCK
unchanged today. Territory
22 Cattle, 17,000
Feb
Chicago,
and western mediums, 1922; fine
shade higher
to
a
Market
steady
1213.
mediums, 1618; fine,
Texas steers,
Beeves, $5.106.80;
western
$4.60
steers,
$4.255.60;
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
5.70; stockers and feeders, $3.80
Kansas City, Feb. 22 Cattle 10,000, 5.80; cows and heifers, $2.605.70.
including 400 southerns-- . Market Is
Hogs 28,000- - Market strong to 5
cents
higher. Light, $7.457.60;
Native
steers,
shade
to
higher.
steady
heavy, $77.40;
mixed,
$7.1O7.50;
$5.15
southern
steers,
$5.406.75;
to choice,
good
rough,
cows
$77.15;
and
helfers,$3.255;
6; southern
heavy, $7.157.40; pigs, $7.457.55;
native cows and heifers, $3.25
bulk, $7.257.40.
6.25; stockers and feeders, $4.50
Sheep 22,000. Market steady. Na5.80; bulls, $4.405.25; calves, 4.50
$3.15
8.25; western steers, $5.256.25; tive, $3.154.80; western,
lambs
80 5. 75;
$4.
4.85;
yearlings,
western cows, $3.255.25.
$5.25
western,
and
natives,
056.40;
Bulk,
Market
steady.
9,000.
Hogs
6.45.
$7.257.40; heavy, $7.2O7.30;
St. Louis, Mo.,

and asked for his views. He did not
have many to express, but they were
to the point. "If the church of England wants to edit the commandments for the sake of brevity," he
said, "why I don't think that any one
on this side of the Atlantic will object. If shot can be made hotter by
being boiled down, then boll down the
shot But all of the boiling down-- all
of the editing in the world cannot set aside the commandments

cannot change the binding effects of
them, so far as they do bind."
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
cufe any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles In 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 50c.
PAZO

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at the Opera Bar. Served from
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The man who does
the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd
whythe man on
whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
In prescription filling.
Every
'
prescripgon leaving our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
ana sure if we fill your
prescription.
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HANDSOME FLAGS
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PRESENTED TO

ZERO IN VEGAS

R. W. Stern of Raton was in Las
Vegas today on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Dalton of Raton
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THE POPVLAR SONG HITS

SCHOOLS

weja Actors in the city today.
a. Arculeta of Watrous is in the
Good-by- e
city lowkjng after business affairs.
Old Pal
TEMPERATURE BEGAN FALLING
You Go In Mr. Friend of Mine, NOTEWORTHY WASHINGTON AND
Herman C. Ilfeld was In Santa Fa
IN
RAPIDLY EARLY
THE
LINCOLN BIRTHDAY EXER- I'll Stay Out Here
yesterday, on a brief business visit.
EVENING
Leaf
the
Roses
Fall
by
CISES AT THE NORMAL
..Leaf
Mrs. C. F. Blackmar of Las Vegas
Tho' the Silver ,Threads
to visiting a few days In
Albuquerque.
Among the Gold, I Love
f ourteen degrees below zero was
An Impressive celebration of the
A. Strauss baa returned
from,
You Just the Same"
the lowest point reached last night
recurrence of the natal days of
business trip to Roswell and other ci
the government thermometer at Love Me, Let the World Go By George Washington and Abraham
ties in the southern part of the terri by
Louisiana Rag
the Normal. But that was plenty cold
Lincoln, the two greatest and most
tory.
Roses of Love
enough to suit the most fastidious.
beloved presidents, was held this af
Come
airs. H..C. Ilfeld expects to leave After a day during which melting
Along My Mandy
ternoon
at 3 o'clock in the auditorium
Kiss Me, My Honey, Kiss Me
about March! for Kansas City where temperature had
prevailed the mer
of the Normal University. Hundreds
she will spend a month or more vis cury
Ogalalla
began dropping about 5 o clock
of children from the schools of Grea
. Silver Bell
WINTERS DRUG CO.
iting her 'parents.
derour
At
6:30
yesterday evening.
er lab vegas, the High School an!
Some
of
Those
Days'
Mrs. Hafry W. Kelly returned last grees above zero was registered. At
the Normal University, and the mem
Me Tonight in Dreamland
Meet
Phone Main 3
night from "Trinidad, where she had 9 o'clock the thermometer announced
bers of Las Vegas Posf of the Gran J
been visiting with her son, Daniel the temperature to be 2 below and
Army of the Republic were present
Selections From Light Opera
Kelly, and friends for several days. those who looked at the instrument
to do honor to the "Father of His
H. C. Smith arrived last night from accused it of being a conservative
Country and the "Martyred PresiCome in and Hear Them
At midnight S
Mora where he had been on a busi- and a standpatter.
dent."
ness trip for the Gross Kelly com degrees below had been registered
Patriotic music and addresses were
Played on the CABLE-NELSOMr. Smith was snowbound in and the temperature receded to 14 bepany.
Ua
PIANOS of Which We
the principal features of the program.
A
low at daylight. During the greater
Mora for three days.
These
were participated in by the stuare Ihe Ajjents
After having spent several weeks part of the day the weather remained
dents. The main event, however, was
in eastern millinery centers making cold and another eharo dron is ex
the presentation by the G. A. R. vet
erans of handaome flags to the three
purchases for the spring trade, Mrs. pected tonight. Scarcely any wind
Frank Stress returned this afternoon prevailed last night. Otherwise the
educational Institutions, the schools
temperature would have gone to a
to her home in Las Vegas.
of East and West Las Vegas and the
)
BEEF
I. H. Rapp, the Santa Fe' architect, much lower point.
Normal. Rev. Norman Skinner, pasM.
Y.
C.
v".
a.
utA.,
In the Hot Springs canyon the drop Opposite
who lias designed and superintended
tor of the First Presbyterian church,
PORK N
the construction of perhaps more pub- in temperature was much' more de
made the presentation speech and the
cisive. A telephone message to The
lic
Mexico
New
in
than
buildings
any
acceptance for the schools was mado
MUTTON
one man, is in the city from the cap- Optic at 9 o'clock this morning re LANG NO
by Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts. It was
MATCH
ported the thermometer as having
ital. He will be here several days.
VEAL
an Impressive moment when the old
Mr. and Mi's. M. Bach of Mora gone down to 20 below zero there
soldiers
SURPRISE FRIENDS
handed over into the keeping HOME GUTTED BY
CHICKENS
FOR SAM LANiFORD of th youth of the city the
arrived last night from Philadelphia during the night. At the hour- the
banners
where they had been spending sev- message was received it was 10 de
under which they had fought during
EARLY MORNING FIRE
BY GETTING MARRIED
HAMS AND
eral weelra. They will return to Mora grees below in the canyon. One or
the troubulous times in the Sixties.
AMERICAN
NEGRO
GETS
more
two
such
DECISION
nights will make
I
as soon as the temperature will per
BACON
"Washington" was the subject of
OVER AUSTRALIAN
ON A
mit their making the trip in comfort, possible the harvesting of another
an oration by Miss Anna McMahon DEFECTIVE FLUE RESPONSIBLE ALVIN J. THULI OF WATROUS,
Ice
this winter.
FOUL
of the Normal. Miss McMahon thrillCaptain W. B. Brunton of Shoe crop of
FOR BLAZE AT 836 RAILROAD
WEDS MRS. IRENE F. TAYLOR
maker came in yesterday to attend
ed her audience with her dramatic
JOHN. A. PAPEN
AVENUE
IN DENVER
the Washington and Lincoln birthday
nmuon, eD. 22. Bill Lang, wn0 delivery. Her oration was a beauti- i :' ',
DEGREE FOR AMBASSADOR
celebration, which was held at the
Philadelphia, Feb. 22. For the once held the heavyweight champion ful tribute to the nation's first presi- ' f
A marriage that has proved a surire ' escaping through a defective
PHONE 144 AND 145,
Normal University this afternoon, eighty-fift- h
consecutive year the Uni snip or Australia, was no match for dent
to the relatives and friends of
prise
flue
this
the
Brunton
morning
attended with, the versity of Pennsylvania today observ Sam
ignited
ceiling
"Lincoln" was the title of an oraCaptain
the
the
American
bride
and groom is that of Mrs.
Langford,
negro
Grand Army post, of which he is an ed Washington's birthday with, exer
tion delivered by Miss Ruth Sohlott of ibe residence at 836 Railroad ave-nu- e
Irene
F.
and Alvln J. Thull,
in
a
d
scheduled
twenty-rounTaylor
pugilist
enthusiastic member. Though he has cises appropriate to the occasion.
of the High School. Mlsa SrihWt
occupled by E. E. Grubarth, en- manager of the Watrous Mercantile
to make a railway Journey to do so Count von Bernstorff, the German bout at the Olympla club last night. In crisp but well rounded sentences
gineer for the Las Vegas Traction company, which took place in DenCaptain Brunton has never been ambassador at Washington, was the Langford wo nin the sixth round-Lan- aulogized the man who brought the and Power
company. Mr. Grubarth ver yesterday. Mr. and Mrs. Thull
known to miss a meeting of the or orator of the day, taking for hla sub
was almost out when he com- country through the most critical had
a fire in the kitchen are both well known In Las Vegas.
started
just
peril into which it has ever fallen.
ganizatton if It was possible for him ject, "German Social Ideas." During mitted the foul.
Mrs. Thull is a sister of George A.
stove
was
and
Both
contentedly
thinking
to be present. ,
orations
the exercises honorary degrees were
brought forth much apAfter
six
Fleming,
fierce
secretary of the Commercial
when
Langrounds,
TO
plause, especially from the old sol- - about the flap Jacks and coffee he in club. Her home has been In Chicago,
oonferred upon Count von BersnstorfT
ford was down, the Australian In a diers.
tended consuming for breakfast when but she has visited here often. Reformer Provost Charles C. Harrison
An Invitation Withdrawn.
dazed sort of way rushed at the
A. D. Higglns, commander of the he smelled amoka. He glanced up cently she went to Watrous
...
and
and several others.
Come, fly with me
Oh, I forgrot
American, and struck him, and im- - Las Vegas poet of the O. A. R.. pre and discovered the celling wa
on topped at the Valmora aanatorhim-- ,
i ' .Wiat hobble aklrt;
,
There she renewed a former acquaintdiately the referee declared Langford sided at the meeting. The Invocation fire.
,
1'ou'a better not.
waa pronounced by Rev. E. C. Anderance with Mr. .Thull and the mar--',
the winner, .... ,
,
once
He
alarm
at
but
the
be
gave
4
OLE OLSON RETURNS
The Australian, with a'l hla natural son of the First Methodist church. To fore the fire department could arrive rtage resulted. Mr. Thull la manager
How It Happened.
advantages, including his extra 52 Mrs. Charles Kohn, who made the ar- the space between the roof and cell of the Watrous Mercantile company
He was limping down the street
for the greater part of ing was a mass of flames. The fire and Is a young man of ability. They
One wav Colonist tickets on sale daily, with one arm
AFTER TWO SEASONS pounds in weight, was hopelessly out- rangements
in a sling and both eyes
who the musical program, is due much men extinguished the blaze but not will reside in Watrous after their reclassed by the negro fighter,
March 10 to April 10, 1911. inclusive, from in mourning.
waded into him and hit him at all an- credit for its success. The celebra- until considerable damage had been turn from Denver. Mii and Mrs.
"What's the matter?" queried a
Thull kept their plans so closely that
tion attained its purpose, that of in done the house and furnishings.
ATTRACTION
NIGHT'S
TOMORROW
friend. "Automobile accident?"
gles, where and when he willed.
first intimation their friends and
the
In the hearts of the youth of
stilling
o'clock
came
in
7:45
at
seemed
The
alarm
nerves.
He
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rec have happened, for he was so groggy
success
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by
were, not needed.
Gunner Yes, that man trembles ord of that famous dialect comedy, that he was bound to have been put
ed, phone, write or see the undersigned
BILL NYE MEMORIAL DAY
fiThe iiouse Is the property of Mrs.
when he thinks of the possibility of
not
had
out
transgressed.
if
he
Ole Olson," which Is to appear at the
Los Angeles
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
was
22.
M. Roberts. The damage will
G.
C.
N.
Feb.
regular air liners crossing the ocean.
Today
Raleigh,
tomorrow night.
Son FrAneisco
Guyer Head of some steamship Duncan opera house
set aside In the publio schools and amount to about $500 and is fully In the wood. Direct from distillery
The play was produced in 1891, but
Diego
Johnson to Meet Langford 7
company, eh?
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
colleges of North Carolina for the covered by, insurance.
. Pasadena.!
Gunner No, manufacturer of seafor several years
went
San Leandero, Calif., Feb. 22. Jack holding of exercises in memory of the
sick remedies.
Redlands...
prior to that time uetore managers Johnson, heavyweight champion, saia late Edgar William Nye, the famous
. cnnram.nn
could be induced to look upon it with
today he would fight Sam Langford humorist, who was a native of this
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favor. The Swede as the central anywhere at any time, after three state. The
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Monterey....
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interest in the
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very
"Yes, dad;
a brand new dialect and an ingenious and an American referee if the fight "Bill" Nye memorial building at the
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character
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of
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and his former study
of Washington's birthday
in hie native haunts, was at least a discussion as to whether the recent
D. L. Batchelor, him."
willine to eive it a trial, which he snow storm was not the largest that
So It Is.
Agent.
did entirely to his own satisfaction, has occurred here in a good many
9
is better to have the good will and the chagrin of the "wise manag years. Some of the orators of the
"It
R.
man.
a
A. T.&S.F.R.
than the ill will of
ers" who had prophesied his failure, day maintained more snow fell than
"Yes, but It is better to have the Ole Olson's" Initial tour netted a pro at any time in many years. Otners
ill wilt of some men man to nave u.
fit of $50,000, and Ben Hendricks be eaid this was a mistake. There was
laugh at their funny stones.
d
came famous in almost a single eve one fellow in the crowtt wno oeter-mlneto get the correct information G
ning, and is now a great favorite as
Should Be Indictable.
dialect on the question at hand. He routed
Swedish
the
of
deltueator
to
Kansas editor has something
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
1
J. M. CUNNINOHAM, President,
character. In short be naa Become 5. c. Baker, head of the Normal eclSurplum
toque.
OapHmlP-ld- ln
say about the
PRANK SPRINGER, Vice President,
of
Kinds
warm
All
to
out
on
his
of
uw in his particular line a parallel
.nna flBtiartment.
tX7nm nv the VlIIUKe
Estimates Famished
O. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,
060,900.00
Work a Specialty
Building-J- ob
$100,000.00
Denman Thompson in the "Old Home- bed at 9 a. m. Baker was celebrat
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.
doubt"
'V
Optlo
Opposite
336
Phnnn. Main
(
stead." Both plays treat admirably ing Washington's birthday by taking
the unsophisticated life of a simple a beauty sleep and Induced him to
Her Instrument.
of iit th records. Here Is what
for
admirers, but honest people.
"When a girl fishes
The present season finds Ole Ol- the weather records show: On April
what kind of a line does she user
"A beau line, of course."
son" in the west after an absence of 19, 20 and 21, 1907, a heavy snow
two
seasons, and its return will be fell. It measured 13 2 Inches- This
To horsfisers, 1 want you to see welcomed as of yore. It will be the is lust one inch less than the total
lw,Lli-on nenneua
.-j
cioinnn ftlnwa. BOD
same old "Ole" with the same good snowfall of the recent storm.
east of Las Vegas.
rancn 4
bo
old story that has always pleased
W. F. Calhoufft"6wner and keeper.
Of course it is easy to spend, but it. is. not as hard
well but. all new music and songs
The essential jppint, in
to save as you imagine.
the class that dispels dull care
of
'
We are rea'dy to
CARD OF THANKS
to
start.
is
bankiner
The
wants.
,
money
your
That Is what the public
friends
the
thank
to
desire
We
practicalbe
will
mr&'lL
supporting company
'Vil.rK'i
who so kindly assisted us during the
ly the same, alwaya pleasing. "Never 1
Coffee
of
death
the
after
and
short illness
said
scale
yet,"
went out on a cheap
.
viator and aunt. Also for floral Mr WATiflrlolra last August In New
Think it over and
p
JS
with you on a deposit as small as one 'dollar. We
offerings.
York City, when, in his usual painstak
will pay you interest from the day we receive your
BURKHOLDER.
LOUIS
ing way, he was personally prepar
money. Make your start cow.
MISS MYRTLE SCHULTZE,
ing thle attraction for the road.

v

Superiority in
Strength, Purity,
Wholesomeness
Established:

N

WE HAVE

S. Government Reports,
Highest Award
World's Columbian Exposition.
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There is Only One

"Bronto Quinine"
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old-time-
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Tony Faust Budweiser beer
When in need of an auctioneer see
on tap at the Opera Bar and la one
over
served
W.
beert
F. Calhoun and get his prices. Sat- draft
of the finest
lsfactlpnttaranteed.
any .har la the city.
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
Territory of New Mexico. Offloe of
the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record In this office at Two o'clock p.
m., on the Eighth day of February,
A. D. 1911: Articles of Incorporation
of Roclada Ranch Company, No. 6677,
and also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and de
clare It to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the
Great Seal of the Territory of New
Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
Capital, on this Eighth day of Febru
ary, A. D. 1911.
NATHAN JAFFA,.
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.
Articles of Incorporation of Rociada

10
con. N. M
Leo M. Tipton, East
La Vefcas. N. M.... 10
Herbert W. Clark, East
Las Vepas, N. M. . . . 10

Ranch Company
We, the undersigned, citizens of the
United States of America, do hereby
associate ourselves Into a corpora

Optic's Number, Main 2.
SATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENT8
Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate aix ordinary words to a line.
Ne ad to occupy leaa apace than two
llnea. All advertisements charged will
he eaoked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred, Phone Main 2.

Help Wanted

Wanted

For Sale

pio-duce- d

For Rent

o

You Owe It

to Your Family

tv

1000.00

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
$3000.00 may concern that the following ae- s ended estray animal was taken up by
ARTICLE VI.
isuzabethtown, N. M,
Term The term for which this Frank uugan,
One roan mare, white spot
Is
fifty (50) on
corporation is to exist
right thigh and star in face,
years.
I
In Witness Whereof, we have here
On left thfeh
unto set our hands and seals this
Said animal being unknown to this
6th day of February, A. D. 1911.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
(Signed)
(Seal) days after last appearance of this ad
ALBERT G. ADAMS,
(Seal) vertisement, Bald estray will be sold
LEO M. TIPTON,
by this Board for the benefit of the
HERBERT W. CLARK, (Seal) owner when found.
'
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Territory of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N. M.
County of San Miguel. SB.
On this 6th day of February, A. D First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11
1911, before me, the undersigned, a
Estray Advertisement
Notary Public in and for the above Notice la hereby given to whom it
county and Territory, personally ap- may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
peared Albert G. Adams, Leo M.
and Herbert W. Clark, to me Geo. M. Poe, Shamrock, N. M.
One brown pony horse,
personally known to be the persons abut 12 or 14
I II I
years old.
described in and who executed the
Branded
L-foregoing instrument, and acknowl
On right hip
iJ
Said animal being unknown to this
edged that they signed, sealed and
acknowledged the same as their free Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
act and deed.
after last appearance of this adWitness my hand and Notarial days
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Seal the day and year In this certifi by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.cate first above written.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
WM. G. HAYDON,
(Signed)
Albuquerque, N. M.
Public.
Notary
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
(Notarial Seal)
My Commission expires Jan. 15, 191
Estray Advertisement
Endorsed: No. 6677. Cor. Rec'd
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Vol. 6. Page 92, Articles of Incorpora may concern that the following de
estray animal was taken up by
tion Rociada Ranch Company. Filed scribed
Francisco Saiz, Las Colonlas, N. M.
iu Office of Secretary of New Mexico,
One 'red horse, two white
Feb. 8. 1911, 2 p. m. Nathan Jaffa fore feet and one white hind foot
Secretary. Compared C. F. K. to
Branded
21. 22, 23
0.
On left shoulder
Tl-to-

THE

THREE DAY

NEAL

CURE

LIQUOR HABIT

Offers You the Opportunity
AND EITHER REMAIN AT
THE INSTITUTE OR RETURN AT
THE END OF THE THIRD DAY; IF
YOU BOTH ARE NOT FULLY SATISFIED THAT WE HAVE CURED
AND ENTIRELY REMOVED
YOU
YOUR DESIRE FOR STIMULANTS,
YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED. THE PRINCIPLE UPON WHICH
THE NEAL TREATMENT WORKS
IS TO ELIMINATE FROM THE SYSTEM
THE STORED UP POISON
AFWHICH HAS ACCUMULATED
TER THE CONTINUED USE OF
ALCOHOL.

THE NEAL TREATMENT IS THE
OF AN

ADMINISTRATION

LUTELY HARMLESS
PURELY
PENSED

MENT

ABSO-

MEDICINE

OF

VEGETABLE

ORIGIN, DISBY TRAINED NURSES, IN

OF COMPETENT DOCTHIS MEDICINE IS TAKEN
INTERNALLY, WITHOUT
INJECTIONS. IF YOU SO
DESIRE WE WILL BE PLEASED
TO HAVE YOU COME TO OUR INSTITUTE IN CHARGE OF YOUR
FAMILY PHYSICIAN; HE CAN SEE
YOU STARTED ON YOUR TREAT- -

CHARGE
TORS.

HYPO-DERMI-

n

C

To-wi- t:

11

To-wl- t:

A

Branded
On left hip
gli
Said animal being unknown to this
Board,, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, 11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of thn
owner when found.

WINTER NIGHT.

When the fire roars up the chimney
And the winds of winter blow.
And the scent of life's sweet morning
Recalls the long ago.
And fancy's sprites are bulldlng
Dnam caatleg In the blase.
We'll hear soft volova slnslns
The lonn of other day.
When the names are slowly fadlns
No more they brightly leap
And weary eyes are turning
To the poppy realm of sleep.
The world may crack and groan beneath
The weight of winter's hand.
We'll follow far where roses are,
The road to Slumberland!

CATTLE

First

pub. Feb.

SANITARY BOARD.
Albun ieraue. N. M.
17, lastpub.Feb. 28, '11.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom i'
may concern that the following da
scribed estray animal was taken up by
W.
E. Read, Senorito, N. M.
Hla Choice.
One white mare, about 12
"Yes," said the specialist, as he
old.
stood at the bedside of the miser mil- years
Branded
fgM
lionaire, "I can cure you."
On left hip
Lf
"But what will it cost?" came fee
Said animal being unknown tn thi.
bly from the Hps of the sick man.
Board, unless claimed hv
The specialist made a swift men before
March 11, '11, said date
10
tal calculation. "Ninety-fiv- e
dollars,' uayu niter last appearance of being
this ad- was his answer.
vercisement, said estray will be Bold
"Can't you shade your figure a lit by
this Board for the benefit of th.
tle?" wailed the other. "The under owner when found.
taker's bid is much less." Lippin-cott'CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.

-

m

To-wi-

s.

Then Silence Reigned.
terror was in evidence
again. His parents had Invited some
friends to dine, among them being
his sister's beau, who took the Incorrigible on his knee.
During a lull in the conversation
the young hopeful suddenly yelled
out:
"Mr. Brown, Is I as heavy as sister?"
But no one seemed to hear hlmt

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom i
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. S. Lopez, Solano, N. M.
One sorrel horse, about 15
years old.
Branded
On left shoulder
pH
Branded
On right hip
Branded
On right shoulder
Said animal beinn unknown to tnu
Not Hard to Bear,
Great Author (who sells by subscrip- Boardk unless claimed by owner on r
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
tion) So you are a book agent, eh? I
presume you meet with a good deal days after last appearance of this aa
vertisemont, said estray will be sold
of 111 treatment.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Agent Yes, every day.
owner when round.
"I don't see how you stand It"
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
"Well, you see, I know it Isn't beN. M.
cause folks dislike me personally. It's First pub. Feb. 17,Albuquerque, 28, '11.
lastpub.Feb.
because they have such a contempt
for the books." New York Weekly.
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following deHad Done It, Too.
Knlcker Banking interests some- scribed estray animal was token up by
times buy what they don't want, to Sotero J. Martinez, Rio Pueblo, N. M.
One 2 year old dehorned,
avert a panic
dun colored cow.
Bocker As I buy my wife a dress.
Harper's Bazar.
On right ribs
gg
Said animal being unknown to this
Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor
exercise, insufficient masticatioa of Board, unless claimed by owner on or
food, constipation, a torpid liver, wor-r- y before March 11, Ml, said date being 10
and anxiety, are the most common days after last appearance of this adcauses of stomach troubles. Correct vertisement, said estray will be sold
your habits and take Chamberlain's by this Board for the benefit of the
Stomach and Liver Tablets and you owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD;
will soon be well again. For sale by
I
all druggists.
Albuquerque, N. M.
The boy

WlM MMM

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities,
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitute.
FOR SALE BY O. Q. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS

BOBE

Ah

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

tion under and by virtue of the laws
of the Territory of New Mexico, and
for that purpose do hereby adopt the
following Articles of Incorporation
ARTICLE I.
Name The name of this corpora
tion is Rociada Ranch Company.
ARTICLE II.
Place of Business and Agent
The location of the principal office
in the Territory of New Mexico Is
at Rociada, San Miguel County, New
Mexico, and the name of the agent
WANTED
Ladies and gentlemen for therein and in charge thereof, and
desirable local work, 15.00 per week
upon whom process against this cor
guaranteed. Enquire 710 Lincoln potation may be served, is Albert G
avenue.
Adams.
ARTICLE III.
WANTED
Dining room girl at 403
The objects for which
Business
Railroad avenue.
this corporation is formed are: the
operating
conducting,
transacting,
A first class cook In fam- and
WANTED
managing of a general merchan1031
Sixth.
ily of four. Apply
dise business; to buy, sell, exchange
for or otherwise acquire and depose
of, at both wholesale and retail, all
kinds of general merchandise, wool,
and all kinds and descripWANTED
Every lady and gentle- hides, pelts,
tions of live stock. To do a general
man In Las Vegas to try box ball.
farming business; to raise and produce, to buy, sell, trade for and gen
erally deal In hay, grain, feed and
other farm and agricultural produces
FOR SALE Sixty head of fine of whatever kind or description. To
mules and torses, right size and carry on in all its branches a gener
ages for farm or public work, Chas. al stock raising farm, live stock, and
range business; to sell, breed, raise,
Glasgow, Oolfax, N. M.
and generally deal in sheep, cattle,
FOR HALE Good driving horse. Cal' horses, poultry and all kinds of do
Coots Lumber Co., or phone Olive mestic animals. To purchase, lease,
or otherwise acquire tlmber-landa- .
6572.
tracts, and rights; to buy, sell,
FOR. SAUa Bult Plymouth Rook boom, uw and prepare for market
and
baby cblcka, $14.00 per 100. Money and generally deal In timber
. must accompany order.
Mrs. Mag- - wood of all kinds; also to manufac
Bio E. Stevena, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. t lire, buy, sell and generally
deal
In all kinds of goods and articles
vtt. , &AL.E SlnsJe comb Rhode Is manufactured from wood, and gen
land Red eggs $2.00 and JL00 set erally to carry on business as saw
ting of 10. r'hune Main 323. E. S, mill proprietors, timber and lumber
Lewis.
dealers. To acquire by purchase,
lease or otherwise, and to own, sell,
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- lease, mortgage, convey, improve and
scriptions. Notary seals and reo operate factories, buildings mills and
.
ords at The Optlo office.
manufactories for the production and
storage of all kinds of products
or made from or Id conjuni
tion w'th grain or cereals of any
FOR RENT" Furnished room, electric kind; to buy, sell, trade, and generdeal in the products of such faclight and bath, in private family. ally
tories,
buildings, mills or manufac
920 Galllnas.
tories and in such grain and cereals
in any stage bf their product. To
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern
acquire by purchase, lease, exchange,
uouse. 1034 Eighth street.
hire or otherwise, lands or any Interest therein; to purchase, own,
iFOR RENT The box ball alleys for hold and vote the shares of stock
bowling parties.
of any other corporation; to do any
and all things incident --to or necesBackache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness sary or proper to be done in connec
Result from disordered kidneys. Fol- tion with the purposes aforesaid.
ey Kidney Pills have helped others,
In furtherance and not in limita
they will help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller, tion of the
general powers conferred
Syracuse, N. Y, says: "For a long
time 1 suffered with kidney trouble by the laws of the Territory of New
and rheumatism. I had severe back Mexico, and of the objects and pu-- aches and felt all played out. After poses as hereinbefore stated, the
taking two bottles of Foley Kidney said corporation shall have also the
Pills my backache Is gone and where
I used to lie awake with rheumatic following powers:
(a) To purchase, hold and relssrtu
pains I now sleep In comfort. Foley
Kidney Pills did wonderful things for shares of its capital, stock;
me." Try them now. O. G. Schaefer
(b) To enter into, make, perform
and Red Cross Drug Co.
and carry out contracts of every kind
and for every and any lawful purPneumonia Follows a Cold
But never follows the use of Foley's pose, with any person, firm, associaHoney and Tar, which checks the tion or corporation;
(c) To issue bonds, debentures cr
cough and expels the cold. M. Stockwell, Hannibal, Mo, says, "It beats all obligations of the corporation tu rn
the remedies I ever used. I contract time to time for
any of the objects
ed a bad cold and cough and was of
and to secure the
the
corporation,
threatened with pneumonia. One bot
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar com same by mortgage, pledge, deed of
pletely1 cured me." No opiates, Just trust, or otherwise;
a reliable household medicine. O. G
(d) In general to carry on any
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
other business in connection with the
objects and purposes stated.
You are probably aware that pneuARTICLE IV.
monia always results from a cold, but
you never heard of a cold resulting in
Capital Stock The amount of the
pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough total authorized capital stock of this
RemeHy was used. Why take the
Is Fifteen
Thousand
risk wl'en this remedy may be had corporation
for a trifle?. For sale by all druggists, ($15,000.00) Dollars, divided into one

Male and Female

Estray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. Rafael Vald'M, Wagon Mound, N. M.
One dun colored mare about
years old.
Branded
On right hip
Branded
rrrl
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
j
Said animal being unknown tO
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
before Dec. 18, '10, Bald date being iu
days after last appearance of this ad
$1000.00 vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
1000.00
First pub. Feb. 17, lastpub.Feb. 28, '11.

hundred and fifty (150) shares of the
par value of One Hundred ($100.00)
Dollars each.
ARTICLE V.
Names, Addresses and Shares of
Incorporatora The name and postof-fic- e
addresses of the Incorporators
the number of shares subscribed by
of which Is
each, the aggregate
Three Thousand ($3000.00) Dollars,
the same being the amount with
shall com
which the corporation
mence business, are as follows:
Amt
Shares
Name and Address
Albert G. Adams, Gas

DRUG CO.

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

Br-nd- ed

First

pub. Feb. 17,

last pub.Fe.

28, '11.

','
Estray Advertisement
Notice is herebv eiven to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
j. n. LAtnam, Tolar, N. M.
One bay horse, unbroken.
aoout 6 years old, left hind foot white.
rsrauaea
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
To-wl- t:

For Full Particulars Address

NEAL
512 N. Second

First

BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.

SANITARY

pub. Feb. 17, lastpub.Feb.

N5TITUTE

Street

Board, unless claimed by owner on ot
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE

I

28,

SHORT

BEST

RESTAURANT AND CAFE
ORDERS

GOODS

AND REGULAR DINNERS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

.

HANDLED

'II.

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up oy
Francisco Saiz. Las Colomas. JN. M.
One black horse, one white
h nd foot, one ear marked.
Branded
IX!
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

SOCIETY AND

BUSINESS

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
Regular communi-

cation first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting brothers cor
H. Stapp, W.
William
invited.
dially
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary- LAS VEQA3 COMMANDERV,

w

NO. 2,

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR"
second
Regular conciT
Tuesday in each month at

js
I
BOARD.
Albuquerque. N. M.
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11. Masonic TGuiple at 7:30 p.'m. C. D.
S.
Charles Tamme,
Eci'.cner,
CATTLE

!

Albuquerque, N. M.

THE LOBBY
THE

'

SANITARY

recorder.

C;

DIRECTORY

Thursday, sleep at the eighth run.
Visiting brothers always welcome
to the wigwam. - E. E. Gehrlnf.
sachem; Walte H. Davis, chief of
records and collector of wampum.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
evenings each month, at Fraternal
brotherhood hall. Visiting Brother
are cordially invited. B. F. McGuire.
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. B. BMeet3
every first Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
Inivted. Isaac
cordially
Appel,
Chas. Greenclay, SecPresident;
retary.
KNIGhTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
building.
Visiting members are cor
dlally invited. W. It. Tipton. G. K.;
E. P; Mackel. F. S.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
tion first Monday In each
Nathan Hall, Water Canyon, N. M.
month at Masonic Temple,
t:
One cow.
at 7:30 p. m. J. A. Rut- Branded
ledge, H. P.; Chas. H
On left ribs
Sporleder, Secretary.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
KNIGHTS'
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
days after last appearance of this ad
every Monday even- i. O. O. F, LA8 VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Meets every Monday evening at
by this Board for the benefit of the
ing in Castle Hall.
owner when found.
their hall on Sixth street All visitare
Vlaitlng
Knights
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ing Brethren cordially invited to atcordially invited.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Charles E.
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Firef, pub.Feb. tl, last pub.Feb. 28, '11
Chancellor
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, SecreCommander; Harry
tary; w. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
LOCAL TIME CARD
Martin, Keeper of
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Records and Seal.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD-- .
'
WEST BOUND
ERN VOODMEN OF AMERICA
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Arrive
Meets the second and fourth TuesUNION OF AMERICA
Meets first
No. 1
1:60 P. M.
days of each month in the W. O. W.
and third Wednesdays of each
No. 3
6:15 A. M.
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
montn at Fraternal . Brotherhood
No. 7
5:15 P. M.
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Via.
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. to.; W. A.
No.
6:35 P. M
Ring neighbors are cordially
Givens, Secretary. Visiting memDepart
bers cordially invited.
No. 1
2:10 P. 1L
B.
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
No. 3
6:20 A. M.
DENTISTS.
fourth
7
Tuesday evening of each
No,
6:40 P. M.
F. R. LORD
;
month at O. R. C. haU.
No. 9
7:00 P. M
Visiting
DENTIST
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
Office Pioneer
Building
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. Wv ConRooms 3 and 4
EAST BOUND
don, Secretary.
Office Phone Main 67
Arrive.
Reaidence Phone 418
No. J
9:10 P. M. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO
No. 4
.
102 Meets every Monday
11:26 P. M.
UK.
t. U HAMMOND
night at
No. 8
1:16 A. M.
their hall in the Schmidt building
DENTIST
No 10
1:45 P. M.
vest of Fountain Square, at etgh' Suite 4. Crockett Building.
o'clock. Visiting members ore cor
Phones at office and residence.
Depart
No-- 2
9:15 P. M.
dlally welcome. Fred Philips, presi-den.'
ATTOUNEYS
No. 4
11:30 P. M.
Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
oso. H. Hanker Chester . Hn.t-- T
No. 8
1:26 A. M.
Treasurer.
Bally,
HUNKER
No. 10
HUNKER
2:10 P. M RED MEN Meet In
Fraternal Broth
Attorneys at Lau,
erhood hall every second and fourth La
Vegas,
Na

f"
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HAFFNERCD Continuous
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M
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name familiar and

your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking,
q If you advertise occasionally, somebody
else
nray share m the benefit of your,
expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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HER SMALL!
BROTHER

;
!

I

HIS HEART'S
DESIRE

!

0

CHOOSING A
GIFT

1

!

THE
The small brother U a
"Good morning. I am looking for
Dr. Lambert waited expectantly, his
very impor-tan- t
d
factor, for good or evil, to the face flushed, his whole attitude that 'The
World' In a pretty
young man who Is engaged In mak- - of patience and gentle dignity.
binding. Will you"
t0
Bma11
"Oh, you are Just the floorwalker. I
llBterOV
don't refuse. I've asked
by' Krown uP you"Maddy,
to marry md since you wore short took you for a book clerk, yon had
Some email brothers are worse
such a knowing air. It must be very
than skirts and
ia hundred
"I'm sorry, Boyd, but It can't be. difficult to know all the authors and
Egyptian plagues distilled
down Into one. while some other
small You know my ambition. The stage is the color of the bindings they use.
.brothers are born matchmakers, and my life. I never intend to marry," Please direct me to a clerk who will
understand what a man like Henry,
thoroughly enjoy" helping along the said Madeline Morris firmly.
fun of courtship.
IS
"But you surely don't think of the my husband, would care to read, ald
The small brother
elects aftermath I mean when the Ume though I think I shall by 'The
frequently
ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
to entertain the anxious suitor while comes for you to give up your work. A
World,' for It has such a pretMamie Marie gets ready to come down career is all right for a few years, but ty title.
should have The Optic as pari of its
"Thank you. I'll wait for that
Getting ready to come down is. with In her heart of hearts a woman naturthe majority of girls, a herpniBn
young man who is attending
ally desires a home and some one to
A
to the fidgety old person.
overtaking, and consumes a great deal love her.
01 ume and thought, and draws seri"I don't," she declared, avoiding his
"Yes, Mr. Clerk, I am waiting. I
am glad you are ready at last, lor I
ously upon the brain power of the eyes.
The father wants news while it is fresh, heCwanls to
, o ., uujou uu uBHirea 10 make a "You mean you think you don't," was beginning to have doubts as to
what I want to get for my husband.
gooa impression on her waiting young corrected Lambert.
be posted on what is happening so that he 'mavbe7able ,
man.
"You dear old Boyd! Of course I There are so many to choose from. I
to discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the
The anxious suitor may consider hlro--' can't make you understand. You men want something suitable for a gentle
timely events of
man who Is very Intellectual, so you
self In luck If the star of his life
of
but
prate
powers,
superior
reasoning
the
gets
day.
her hair Into the requisite state of
you have to own up that women will must take lots of trouble to show me
and her ribbons and bows Into ever remain an enigma. I just couldn't the very best.
hi
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
the regulation state of stylishness In be contented back in Prairie City. I
"I'll give you an idea of what I want
half an hour; and he must possess his must have a wider horizon."
It must not be too light and not too
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
soul In patience If she keeps him
Quickly his glance took In every de- serious, nor so Interesting that it will
of
tail
her
take
his
of
one
a
suite
full
is
whole
when
rooms,
he
hour before she comes
pleasant
evenings
yalting
of the best that the hotel afforded
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
down.
reading It If he Is absorbed in a book
I never have a chance to say a word
But If there Is a Small brother to en- then traveled back to her.
every member of your family.
"Maddy, so I must go home with an- to him. I get awfully jealous of bis
tertain him, the time will pass quickly, and he will learn more of the true other refusal. I had let myself dream books sometimes. Will you"
1 11 wait until that person stops ask
Inwardness of his love's family in that of a different outcome. Your father
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
short hour than he would learn In a will be grieved. Before I left, he came ing you questions. Some women have
lifetime of ordinary calling acquaint- to me with tears in his eyes to bid me no idea of a book clerk's time.
New Mexico and the world at large.
ance.
godspeed."
"Father has Margaret to look after
The small brother comes sidling into
1 may as well let you know that
the parlor and looks askance at the him."
Mr. Dodson is very particunervous young man, who Is holding his . "Yes, and Margaret Is good and kind, Henry
lar about titles. For my part, I like
but
were
you
bat on his knees, and has the general
always his pet."
d
'The
"I get home twice a year to see him romantic titles.
appearance of being ready to Jump out
World' sounds so pretty that I'll look
of his chair in a minute's warning. and then my salary helps wonderfully. at It Is that
The small brother is either chewing Doctors haven't a reputation for being
Please Fill Out and.Forward This Blank
'Oh, that cover would never do
molasses candy or gum, as the condi- good business men. Father has thou- lt would not harmonize
cover
the
with
tion of his supplies may be for a sands of dollars on his books that he on the
library table. Now I shall have
boy is a great deal more at home will never get"
to begin all over again. If I had
"Maddy, I must be going. It is getwhen his mouth Is full.
thought to bring that table cover with
The expectant suitor Is anxious to ting near my train time," he interruptme but one is so likely to lose a
Send to my address Until I order it discontinued THE
propitiate him, because he is her ed, rising. "If you ever change your package carrying it at this time of the
DAILY OPTIC.
brother, and he addresses him with mind remember that there Is a heart year.
and home waiting for you in Prairie
that idea.
BY
"Now, what else have you? 'The
Fine morning for City."
"Hello, Jimmy
Name.
Madeline arose and extended her Recall of Love' that sounds interestskating, isn't It?"
ing. If it was 'The Call of Love' It
"You are so very, very kind."
"Naw. It's too sloppy.
Say! you hand.
would be ever so much nicer. Haven't
Address .
"Good-by- ,
don't skate much, I guess. Girls said
Maddy.
you a book of that name? Some one
"Good-by.- "
you couldn't keep on your feet, and
He paused an Listant after opening ought to write one. I believe I could
was afraid ter strike out.
Said you
write a book. I know so many interest
looked like a grasshopper on ice. Huh! the door and gave her one long look.
'I
ing things about love and romance
was
Then
the
door
closed
he
and
gone.
new
Them's
shoes, ain't they? Ain't
that I
It
had
been
month's
since
six
Boyd's
big enough, be they? I'll bet yer feet
"Not that one we're not interested
ache. Guess Mame'll smell new .leath visit when one night after the opening in the married
of the Carrols. I
er when she comes down. Say! did performance in Chicago, Madeline was don't even know life
who they are, so why
terScTTanada. Of these $P)O0O have
a.
handed
With
telegram.
trembling
Ma
see
or
ter
Maine
Gussie?
you come,
one has never RASPING
waste time on
VOICE come from Great Britain and as many
AMERICAN
said she'd bet you'd git all you'd bar- hands she tore open the yellow en: even heard of? people
from the United States. l)urlng this
and read:
gained fer if you took Mame. Pa he velope
think I should like to be Medical Writer Says It la Worse fiscal year 300,000 immigrants will
"Madeline Morris, Olympic Theater a "I almost
said fer her ter bush up. Say! don't
so
In
meet
book
a
store you
clerk
Of thrtse 160,000
the Dominion.
Than All Other City Noises In
Your father very low. Come at once.
"
you want Jer chew my gum while I eat
'
'
will come from the neighboring counmany Intellectual- - persons. I want
Its Effect on Nerves.
, "BOYD."
this apple? 1 don't want it ter git cold,
or
try and 140,000 will enter by ocean
The next morning she arrived in gilt on the edges it must not look
'cause it gits brittle sooner. Mame said
dinary.
The American voice is not what It ports.
if I'd keep out of the room tonight Prairie City. Margaret, looking tired
'The Girl 1 Left Behind Me.' I ought to be, according to the InterThe western settlers in Manitoba,
with
she'd give me lots of maple Bugar and worried, met her at the train
never let my husband get away from state Medical Journal. Here Is what Saskatchewan and Alberta are of the
the
old
and
surrey.
tamlly
queer
Daisy
when Tom Fletcher brings her some.
for a minute. Perhaps this book the writer says on the subject:
classes which interest themselves In
After warm greetings, Margaret and me
would remind htm of the widow he
Tom, he's awfully sweet on. Mame. Madeline
"We are now speaking of the Amer local, state and national government.
home.
drove
know. She always pretended ican voice, which has a chromatic When they get their patents and beSay! what cher do that Mame don't
"Father had a very bad stroke of used to
want me ter see? You're courtin' her
she was a deep thinker
to
him
that
scale no other voice possesses, and so come naturalized they will have alHe can t speak, Margaret
G. H. Mumms & Co.
3 Star Hennessy
as If Henry cared for that!
ain't ye? Mame she's got some pow- paralysis. "Boyd says
wont
many irritating qualities that, were most a decisive influence in many conhe
that
whispered.
Pommery
on
Brandy
her
afshe
no
stuff
that
have
I
puts
stituencies.
white
a
natural
neck
decided
had
"I
They
wish
upon
healthiest
dery
a nerve removed from the
Great Weste
live through the night."
17 Different Brands
face ter-- liide the freckles, and you'll
Peiach Brandy
Sauterners'
old home a tie. I didn't know It would be such body and subjected to the pricking of fection for Great Britain;' Probably
were
the
nearing
They
If
collar
coat
on
yer
bother to find a book. Now, you its many strldencles, we are sure It they have been educated in contempt
of Bourbon and
git some of it
Virginia Dare
an
with
house
white
big
Brandy
he
Apple
I would
Claret
you don't watch out John Perkey
wriggle at once with an actlvV of kings and monarchical Institutions.
in front. On the porch steps choose one' and let me Bee whether
Deidesheimer
Eye, so we have
like it or not.
got some on his, and Mame she brush- garden
could not be Interpreted as There are places in Saskatchewan
that
Brandy
older
a
trifle
Apricot
ity
Doctor
met
Lambert,
Liaubenheimer'
where "there is a hearty celebration
5 Stars
ed it off. I see her. I was hid be- they
brand.
'What a pretty binding! 'His Gift anything except a mild protest.
last
had
your
when
than
Maddy
looklne
Nlersteiner
She told
of Independence Day by the American
hind the winder curtains.
to
Hen
no
me
one
It
as
voice
Wife.'
gave
Well,
the
American
"Surely,
Tmrsteiner
seen him.
California Brandy
settlers and a dull, routine and uninhim she guessed he'd been leaning up
He paused for a few moments to ex ry he Just found me at the Art insti- falls upon our ears must make so
of
Dominion
observance
askWhite
Port Wine.
I
also
Day
one
of
and
teresting
and
against something. I guess he had. change greetings.
Port
the galleries,
tute in
Sherry
Imported
tight a clutch on our nerves that the
Canadians.
too.
,
by
me
see
his
to
let
him
noises
ed
catalogue.
other
I
all
to
of
combined
effect
have
a
in
Maddy.
'Tm
hurry,
"Ma says she dunno whether Mame
dwindles into comparative insignifigo to the office, but I'll be back in a Wasn't that romantic?
likes Tom Fletcher or John Perkey minute."
'The cance.
try
may
well,
you
again.
,
'Very
Ancient Suffragettes.
best. Tom's got an awful long nose,
Goodness!
Take it
"Just why in our few moments of
Marsraret stood a short distance Second Wife.'
is not new in EngThe
but
most
suffragette
the
money;
he's
got
but
That book nearly relaxation it has never occurred to us
from Maddy during this brief conver away, quick!
John's freest with chocolate and ice sation. The actress thought the ex wrecked our happiness. Some one that our nervousness might be traced land. As far back as 1641 "several
and tradesmen's wives
cream. My Uncle Dick Bays you're a
in Margaret's eyes was un loaned it to Henry and I asked him to its undoubtedly disturbing elements gentlewomen
the
wanted to present a
from
city"
dodeasted dude! He says your collar pression
C. T. FARLEY,
mistakable: her sister was m love If he would ever, ever marry again is a problem whose solution would "no
The commandpetition.
popery"
looks like the sides of a wheelbarrow with Boyd.
to me and require deeper cogitation than the
case
in
happened
anything
er of the guard, in obedience to the
nopa it saw your ears? When Im
When Doctor Lambert returned Mad he said, 'Probably.' I told him I present writer is capable of. But ths commons' command,
to have a tall collar,
"spoke them
man I'm
was
who
man
we
He
have
see
another
father.
her
would never marry
glaring fact remains that
dy went up to
to go home.
advised
and
them
fair"
Vh to see how it feels to be sawed,
asleep. The pale, wan face startled even thought it possible to love twice made light ,of a matter fraught with .'.iey replied that they would return
Don't you smell burned hair? I do. her
I con- importance, and in marshaling .our
or
filled suddenly.
other.
existence
this
her
in
any
and
eyes
and she's
there was
Mame's crimpin' hern,
a chair. vinced him that one wife was enough. full strength against the defects In our ;ext day, and that "jvhere
her
Lambert
Doctor
brought
2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
scorched her curls. That's 'cause she's She sank into it and waited five min: but I never vant to see that book civicism have missed out Just where one there would be BOO." They proved
as good as their word. Pym, the lead,
hurrying. She spanked me awful that utes or more it seemed ages before again it gives me the shivers.
nec1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 1W lbs.
our severest condemnation was
er of the house in those days, did not
rtnv I hid under the sofa, and you told
his
then
father
stirred,
opened
her
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs, each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
essary."
being
prove so unyielding as Mr. Asquith,
her that folderol stuff about her
His gaze fastened Itself imme.
I am keep
eyes.
think
don't
"I
you
hope
the
and
is
for
it
came
related
he
to
that
the
50 lbs, to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
,
th Bum of your existence,
came over his
you a long time I know you ll
flower diately upon her. There
ing
women for the pethe
thanked
door,
,iBBn rose in your in your
IN
CASKET
of
unutterable joy find the right thing In the end. 'Cater- PUTS HIS QUEUE
Less than 50 lbs, each delivery, 50e per 100 lbs.
kind old face a look
tition, and promised that it would
bed. I told Gussle and George Lati as he made a motion that Boyd under
be
Two'
but
for
it
cozy,
might
ing
have attention.
nf it. and Mame heard me. My
stood.
difficult for me if he wanted me to Ling Sung of Omaha Obeys Imperial
George he said
Khe hoDDing?
a
of
and
a
for
paper
pad
Decree but Carefully Preserves
Reaching
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
tu9 always a softy. Was you? pencil on the table, he handed them to try" 'Bride of the Nile.' I wish It was
His Precious Pigtail.
Seek Their Old Land.
T01
"Hark! that's Mame coming. Ain't Doctor Morris. In the meantime, Maalasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office
A deputation of the principal Maori
that's where we went Have
fcpn awful quick? I'll mane my dy had risen and was pressing kiss Niagara
Avenue.
comclosest
of
Douglas
the
After forty years
chiefs of New Zealand has interviewyou one
-- oif -- Parce.
Say! hadn't you Just as
after kiss upon her fathers cneek.
"You are showing me so many that panionship Ling Sung has parted with ed the premier and asked for the rea nnt .that I should stay Jest out
over
the
moved
pa
Slowly the pencil
when she
them fast enough. 'The his queue in obedience to the Im- turn of certain reserves near Patea,
Then I can't look at
side and' see what she doeshe
me per. It was such a painful effort
Race.'
perial decree of the Emperor of or for compensation. The natives are
Oh,
Mercy, no!
Fletcher
give
Coming
SBSSBSBS
Tom
sees you
when it was finished he gave it to
China.
and
her
neckties
liked
better
kissed
wish
if
out
particularly anxious to get the re D
find
Henry
you
five cents ter
Maddy.
The queue, which is tied at one end serves back, as they are closely conbooks less. I could enjoy the tie with
and and I'm saving up half a dollar
This was what she read:
him read with yellow ribbon, reposes In a silk nected with ancient tradition and
church is
book
Just
the
and
him
keeps
, t into the box ma's Islands
me
It gives
great,
"Dear Maddy:
lined casket under his cot and will be myth, and are almost sacred ground,
ter
when I want to talk to him. '
ending ter the Philippinecourtin's aw- great joy to have you home. God bless lng"
his companion to the grave when he is as at Patea was made the first pera
is
Wiles.
And
that
'Woman's
No,
desire you know it
help the Filipinos.
his ancestors. Mr. manent borne of the immigrants who
Most as tick- - you. My heart's
subject I don't care to have him read. called to Join
I are waiting.
ful entertaining, anyway.
and
Boyd
me Sung is one of the few Chinamen of cams to the Dominion from Hawalkl
next
offer
the
iuiu iuB
you
take
I'll
thing
monneys
as
tbe
You
him
quickly.
ling
"Maddy, answer'
ChiIn the canoe Aotea, under the chief
my eyes shut. Did you ever buy Omaha who have clung to the
i. thn Wrens' small brother slips out see his life hangs on a thread," Doctor awith
conand
custom
centuries
nese
of
Turl.
that
book
way?
And as the
rather
advised,
sternly.
Lambert
sister
'"How to Keep Hens for profit.' Of tinued to keep the adornment careher voice trem
she
of the door, the young lady
"Wait!"
cried,
and lifts her shy
fully protected from the dismantling
all things!
Sentenced to Idleness.
glides in at the other,
bllng.
customs of the modern west.
so
be
won't
"At
it
interesting
least,
Doctor
to
youus
Lambert
eves
It is especially Important
"You
Doctor
immediately after the formality of
In his
Classified ads. search out thefpeople to whom amon all
the whole evening
and lays her slim fingers was topalm
almost commanded. "I love you. Mad that he'llI spend I'll
that
you refrain from all headwork
be
was
Mr.
his
off
queue
Sung
she
snipping
think
take
how sorry
it, although
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
You know it, then why do you reading
for a few weeks.
of that 'Not Like Other barbered by one of his countrymen,
-- v
m keeD him waiting so long, dy.
title
I
the
like
head-wor- k
it's
by
.Patient But, doctor,
e
commenced a letter wait?"
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someGirls' better. I wonder If a necktie and on Monday he gave an
tut she had Just
"Sister loves you," she faltered.
that I earn my living.
a
to
dinner
few
suey
more
chop
chop
n that very evening, and
suitable
been
would
after
have
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
"Yes like a brother," came his con
Doctor Are you literary man?
Tv '
of his friends. There will be another
all."
fc,rf,t he wouldn't mind being elusive answer.
a
I'm
halrdesser.
No,
Patient
sir;
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
chop suey dinner to celebrate the
alone Just a few moments.
She knew that the most Important
Stories.
Stray
the
if
asked
event.
When
emperor's
moment of her life had come.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
decree caused him to cut off his queue
About Glassware.
was
The
slowly
turned.
light
She
Much Larger Circulation,
When you wash your pretty glass Mr. Sung said: ,
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
La Grippe Coughs
fnriine ia her father's eyes. He scarceuse
few
Him
next
a
and
time
friend.
the
try
barber,
"She's very wealthy?"
weaken
my
and
"No,
dropping
system
Strain
pieces
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
lv breathed.
of bluing to the soap suds. Then just shears, same's anybody. Me save if not checked may develop into pneu"Very."
drops
arms
,
out
to
held
his
Lambert
Doctor
sort, and musical instruments.
him In box to look at when not feel monia. No danger of this when Fol"Money left to her?
was one last struggle with wash your pieces in the ordinary manla the author of a book her. There
World-Heraltaken
is
Tar
and
promptly.
ner.
Omaha
Honey
ey's
good."
velly
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
har ambition then love triumpnea
mi0'rt Hints to Beautiful Women.'
It la a reliable family medicine for all
You will like the way they will
hoarse
she
cried,
yes,"
father,
women
"Yes,
coughs and colds, and acts quickly and
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
I presume all the beautiful.
hard
and fast in sparkle and how clear the glassware
breath coming
her
ly
In
Refuse
of
cases
Canada.
Influence
in
,
American
croup.
J
X
I
a
effectively
most
'
J
look
this
from
simple yet
in the country purcuaoeuwomen did! the excltemeni 01 ner suuuen uecisiuu. will
best markets!
effective treatment
During the last 10 year over one subsltitues. O. G. Schaefer and Red
"No; but all the plain
loved him always.
have
"I
Co.
Cross
Drug
and a half million immigrants have enStray Stories.
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We have just received a large shipment of our extensive spring purchase
of

LOCAL NEWS

Per Pound

"Jt-

No long waits at Nolette's barber

We were there this; mornihg

FOR
Old Crow sold over the bar

MESA BUCKWHEAT

j

at Long's

Euffet
Book sale at Murphey's.
for 50 cents.

4

J 1.50 book

We want you there TO-NIG-

Extra

HT

Good

White Kitchen. Short orders and
cents.
oyster stews. Twenty-fiv- e

We have a limited amount which

we will sell at the above price
as long as it lasts

TIE

W

STORE THAT'S
Phone Main

0

193 or Main 194

The Red Men will hold a regular
Yesterday evening was a busy time
meeting tomorrow evening in their
hall.
for the basketball teams of the. city.
The girls' team of the High school
TUrs. Davis, ladies tailored and fan- - was entertained at a line party at
vy gowns. 1017 Tilden, Telephone the Photoplay by Managers Duncai
Main 357.
and Brown. The glrla team of the
Normal was the guest of its coieh,
sign Miss Nellie Ellison, at dinner at La
Automobile, carriage and
painting by a practical painter. 429 Casa de Ramona. Later in the evenGrand avenue.
ing the members of the men's team
were entertained at the same place.
Late copyright books for sale at While the basketballers were enjoy50c each at Murphey's.
ing themselves the other occupants
of the building were having just as
A ten cent social will be given to good a time with the result the boys
morrow night, February 23, by the found their hats decked in the latest
Catholio ladles at Knights of Colum-bu- millinery modes when they prepared
hall. Dancing and cards.
to journey homeward. This morning
the Normal girls' team tested the
In preparation for the coming sea strength of a camera in preparation
son Margarito Romero Is making Im- for having its likeness reproduced in
provements at his El Porvenlr resort. the annual, which will be issued soon
The place is being repainted inside The camera committed a number of
and out.
fouls and was penalized by the referee and the girls won the contest,
We are closing out silk dress trim just as they have all the others they
ming at cost, up to date in every re have been in this year. The combaspect. Ladies interested will save tive expression the girls donned with
money by buying now. ROMERO basketball togs was a severe strain
MERCANTILE CO.
to the camera.
s

ATTEND THE

Em

Romero's Big

rJid-Win- ter

Carnival Ball
FEBRUARY

The ladies of the East side Catholic
church will give a social tomorrow
night at the O. R.' C. hall in the
Pioneer building. There will be
dancing, card playing and a general
good time is assured.

22

News was received here today of
the death of Miss Marina Garcia,
which occurred last evening at her
home in Los Cerrillos. The girl was
the daughter of Santos Garcia, who
formerly resided in Las Vegas and
had many friends here.

AT THE DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Book sale at Murphey's,
for 50 cents.

books

$1.35

The funeral of Mrs. A. Mennet will
be held Saturday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock from St. Paul's Memorial
Episcopal church. The casket will
not be opened at the church. Friends
of Mrs. Mennet who desire to look
upon her features for the last time
will have the opporunity of doing eo
Friday afternoon between the hours
of 2 and 4, when the body will lie in
state in the parlors of the Las Vegas
Undertaking company on Lincoln ave
nue.
The Boy Scouts are arranging for
a big basketball carnival, to be given
M. C. A.
Saturday evening in tbe-Ygymnasium. Teams composed of the
best players in Laa Vegas will participate in the principal contest. Then
the boys of the South Side will play
a game of basketball with the girls
of the North Side. This la expected
to bring forth much merriment. Several surprising stunts are being planned by the scouts.
.
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First.' National Bank
OF

Tomorrow evening the people of the
First Methodist church will give a
musical program in the auditorium of
the Normal. Some of the best musicians in the .city will participate in
the program. A small admission fee
will be charged. The proceeds of the
entertainment will go for the benefit
the church.

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
transacted.

Interest paid on Time Deposits. .
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

We are the Seed and Plant People

The Ladies Guild of St. Paul's Episcopal church wish to thank the merchants of Las Vegas for their liberal
patronage of the program of the play
they had intended to present It
has been decided not to give the
play and the money that has been
paid for advertising space In the
program will be refunded.

Our knowledge of Gardening makes it possible to
select the Best Seed for this climate and we want to
tell you how to get the best results.

Store Phone Main 462,

&f!

Ranch Phone 276.
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GOODS AT COST

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
BREAD of all kinds

Brandied Pears,

BAKERY GOODS

Rolls, Pan
' Cinamon
Crescent
Poppy Seed
j
CAKES, Layer
;?
Angel Food

r
,

q

li
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GO TO

THE

Sherry
.

Calf's Foot Jelly

Wine, Raisen

,

Regular

$1.35

books for

50

cents

at Murphey's.

r

COOKIES, Sugar
Ginger, Cocoanut

Cup, Fruit
Macaroons
Kisses, Pies

We Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable at

Graaf & Hayward Co: Store
&

Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely
They are laundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific method.
Thay are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.
We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
aa when new.

Cognal

Gold, Loaf

In spite of the chilly temperature
this morning a Fourth of July appear
ance was created by the E. Romeros,
who responded to the fire alarm with
their wagon beautifully decorated in
bunting.

Clothes
for Bovs

III

BE SOCIAL EVENT
JOIN E. ROMERO'S IN THEIR DOINGS AT DUNCAN OPERA

HOUSE TONIGHT
f

At last the date for the big affair
of the winter has arrived. By 1:30
r
o'clock a. m., the annual
carnival ball of the E. Romero
Hose and Fire company will have
passed into history. And the firemen
have etrived to make that page of
its history the most glorious .in the
entire twenty-nin- e
chapters.
All the decorations are in place
and the Duncan opera house looks
like fairyland. Every detail of the
arrangements has been provided for
and nothing remains but the fun,
which will be fast and furious. The
doors of the opera house will be
opened at 7 o'clock and by 7:30
every Beat in the- spectators' galler
ies will be occupied. The inspection
committee will be located In the bo::
office at the head of the stairs. Every
masker will pass before this inquisi
tion. This is to insure against the
entrance to the hall of any obje
tlonable characters.
Two orchestras will furnish music
during the evening. The crowning
of the king and queen of the carnival
will be an impressive ceremony. The
identity of their royal majestlcea has
been kept a profound secret and they
will be so gorgeously decorated that
it is doubtful if they will even know
themselves, while their friends will
be completely mystified. Indications
are that the maskers on the floor
will be larger in number than in any
former year, an Immense number of
people having prepared costumes.
The beautiful prizes offered by the
merchants have been the cause for
the Increased number of revelers.
The E. Romeros gave a street parade today in order to give the people
a foretaste of the fun of tonight. The
company's wagon, handsomely decorated, was one of the principal features. Through the courtesy, of Clay
and Havens and M. L. Cooley,the firemen and band men rode in handsome
rigs instead of wading through the
mud. On account of the slushy condition of the streets many of the features planned for the parade had to
be abandoned. This only had the ef
fect of giving the firemen more time
to make tonight's affair a bigger success.
The street car company has arranged to run cars at half-hou-r
intervals
until 1 o'clock in order to accommo
date the dancers. Attend the dance
tonight. If you do you will see all
your friends and have a jolly good
time.
-
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Ederheimer, Stein

1.

STEARNS.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

400,000 Women Have

ill

jl

Hoosier Kitchen

inets in their Kitchens
THERE IS
'

A REASON

"They save miles of steps for tired feet"

CrYrc in oti1

t
p
mit
rA,,
dollar a week will put a Hoosier in your
kitchen.

JiUUdlbR SPECIAL

J.

Cab-

coa
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JO H NS E N & SON

C.
'

'Complete

furnishers uf the Home'

'

-

and Retail

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

ri

F0R

CASH

LUMP

cErrarTllnos

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W CONDON
Foot of Main St.

Phono Main 2 1

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227r

The ladies aid society of the First
Christian church will meet tomorrow
afternoon with Mrs. William Har
per, 423 Tenth street, at 2:30 o'clock.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko,
Goods Called for and Delivered

ONLY

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

(

All

..

You Can Purchase These Goods

Special
TniS

WEEK

Repair Work a Specialty
Phone Main 245, ,,

614 Lincoln Avenue

We waut everyone to try our

Unrivalled Japan

TEA
ONE-HAL-

F

YOU BEG

POUND

The buyer to take your article or property when you have but one
bidder, and even then you sell at a lower price than you had expected to get

25c

Get many bidders whoar anxious to buy what you have to sell-- get
bidders into line waiting their turn, and you will gefe full value
for the thing you offer td sell and you will get a quick sale as;welL

With Extra Nice .Premium

The Optic Want Ad. when properly worded and put before the subscribers of The Optic dally, will bring customers to your door, to
buy what you advertise.

Display in North Window

BOUCHER'S

Phone Main 81.
GROCER.

Co.

&

MAKERS

,

1.

Suits in dark or
light shades with
one or two pairs of
pants.
We will be pleas
ed to show you.

mid-winte-

Your

Preserved Strawberries,
Preserved Red Cherries,
Preserved Red Raspberries,
Preserved Figs,
Preserved Canton Ginger,
Bitter Orange Marmalade.
Brandied Figs,
Erandied Cherries,

FOR THE
BEST OF

the social and

A COMPLETE LINE OF
Gordon-Dilwort- h

Perry Onion

A jolly affair will be

dance to be given tomorrow evening
by the Ladies' Altar Society of the
Church of the Immaculate Concep
tion. The ladies have engaged the
O. R. C. hall for the occasion and
have made preparations for entertain
ing a large crowd. This is among
200 copyright books at Murphey's, the last opportunities for dancing be
50 cents each.
fore the Lenten season begins.

Las Vegas, New Mexico

A General Banking Business

According to the Raton Range the
High, school basketball team of that
place will endeavor to annex the Angora of the Vegas Highs in the game
to be played there Friday evening.
Raton got a drubbing at Walsenburg
and expects to get even with the local
Highs for the defeat.

MASQUE BALL

fit

Come Early, Get Your Choice

Advertise all miscellaneous items of every kind in The Optic
and you will be surprised to see how easily you can find
an immediate market and at such little cost Each Want Ad. is
an opportunity look for them in The Optic. Telephone your Want
Ads. to The Optic. PHONES MAIN 2.
.
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